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• To identify and engage with emerging and changing
public narratives

• To new opportunities for industry and government 
to integrate social concerns 

• To support the deployment and scaling up of new 
technologies 

Overall research objectives



Two frameworks: Social licence + Strategic niche management

Geels, F., Sovacool, B., Schwanen, T., and Sorrell, S. (2017). Sociotechnical transitions for deep 
decarbonization. Science, 357 (6357), • DOI: 10.1126/science.aao3760

Adapted: Walton, A., & McCrea, R. (2020). Understanding social licence to operate for onshore gas 
development: How the underlying drivers fit together. Applied Energy, 279, 115750.



An AI assisted approach

• Social issue mining with AI natural language processing (NLP)
• global searching with a social license lens

• quantifying issues and monitoring emerging issues and narratives

• timely and comprehensive

• engendering a sense of trust and fair process for identifying and 
discussing issues with the public

A traditional community engagement approach

Pre-engagement

• Desktop review to understand social issues
• visiting websites/social media/literature

• Run focus groups
• gaining a deeper understanding of issues

Initial engagement

• Local community engagement
• listening to concerns, presenting information

Collaborative engagement

• Co-designing solutions
• resolving social concerns with technology deployment

Public 
narratives

Narratives are also important for engaging with communities



Using Leximancer NLP for early prediction of emerging issues
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Benefits of technology assisted approach for community engagement

Supports social license
• Uncovering potential concerns↑
• Democratising information ↑
• Building trust in community 

engagement processes ↑
• Reducing social risks↓
• Increasing co-benefits ↑
• Reducing information vacuums ↓
• Socially acceptable and socially 

responsible deployment of new 
technologies ↑

Other potential outcomes
• Time and money ↓ 
• Efficiency and effectiveness ↑
• Perceived bias ↓
• Clearing misconceptions ↓
• Sharing understandings ↑
• Empowering impacted communities ↑
• Co-designing strategies ↑
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